SOCIAL SELECTION

MATERIALS
Electrons dance in pulled graphene
Stretching an atom-thick strip of carbon could mimic the effects of a magnetic field, changing the behaviour of electrons so that the effect is 100 times stronger than that from normal magnets.
Teng Li at the University of Maryland in College Park and his colleagues calculated
OCEAN SCIENCE
Possible pause in Arctic sea-ice loss
An expected slowdown of large-scale heat circulation in the Atlantic Ocean could temporarily halt the decline of Arctic sea ice (pictured).
Stephen Yeager at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in Boulder, Colorado, and his colleagues used an Earthsystem model to analyse the causes of decadal trends in sea-ice extent in the North Atlantic. They found that the drastic retreat of sea ice since 1990 coincided with a strong Atlantic circulation DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY
Mini Fallopian tubes in a dish
Human Fallopian tubes contain adult stem cells that, when grown in the lab, can form miniature 3D structures resembling Fallopian tubes (pictured).
Thomas Meyer at the Max Planck Institute for Infection Biology in Berlin and his that brought warm surface water from the tropics to high latitudes. If this circulation were to weaken, as observations suggest that it will, less heat arriving in the Arctic Ocean will probably lead to a pause in winter sea-ice loss over the next 5 to 10 years, the authors conclude.
They add, however, that the rate of sea-ice melting could jump back up afterwards as global warming continues.
Geophys. Res. Lett. http://doi. org/9wz (2015)
colleagues isolated cells from human Fallopian-tube samples and grew them in 3D cultures. Two weeks later, they saw mature 'organoids' that had folds in the tissue, hair-like structures called cilia, and secretory cells -all characteristics of the Fallopian tube. The organoids were stable for more than 16 months and sensitive to the hormones oestradiol and progesterone.
The organoids could be used to study tube pathology and certain types of ovarian cancer that are thought to originate in the Fallopian tubes, the authors say. Nature Commun. http://doi. org/9wr (2015) how to engineer the large pseudomagnetic fields that are produced when graphene is pulled from two ends. This strains bonds between carbon atoms, causing their electrons to move in a way that is similar to what happens in a magnetic field. The team found that a small tug (of up to 15% stretch) on certain shapes of graphene strip could produce a strong, nearly uniform field.
The designer shapes could help researchers to study the properties of graphene under extreme conditions -such as large magnetic fields -that are usually unattainable, the authors say.
Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 245501 (2015) galaxies, is thought to have aggregated along threads of dark matter in the early Universe. But the progenitors of today's galaxies are often shrouded in clouds of dust, making it difficult for astronomers to spot them and test this theory.
Hideki Umehata at the European Southern Observatory in Garching, Germany, and his colleagues used the high-resolution Atacama Large Millimeter/ submillimeter Array in Chile to make detailed observations of a narrow slice of the sky. They compared their results with previous surveys of the region to find the galaxies, which were more than 3.4 billion parsecs (11 billion light years) away and producing hundreds of millions of new stars each year.
The study supports the idea that big galaxies form in areas with a high concentration of dark matter.
